
The tempIate will identify the areas where the product’s name, version number, copyright) licensing
information, and related material should appear,

2. Ouidelines for adapting the generic template to create a start up screen which is generally comparable
to a standard MS start up screen.

Shared File Converters

1. A detailed description of RTF file format,

2. Guidelines for creating a converter which translates RTF files into the partner’s product’s native
format. This will allow parmers to exchange files in KTF format with MS Office products.

¯ File I/O Dialog Boxes

Parmer receives:

i. Detailed specifications describing the new MS-standard File Open, File Save As, and Find File
dialog boxes.

2. A copy of the Find File DLL, which MS is preparing.

3. A copy at’relevant MS Help topics, which the partner can modify to suit their needs.

* Sort Dialog Box

PErner receives:

I: De~ailed specification describing the appearance and algorithmic open,don of the new MS-standard
sort dialog box.

2. Copies of relevant MS Help topics, which partner can modify to meet needs.

o UIDG Compliance Check

iPlaintiff,s Ex~
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Partner receives:

i. A complete "UIDG Compliance Check" (including recommended changes), prepared by IDG staff.

2. Design assistance as partner adapts their product to UIDG guidelines.

¯ Drag & Drop

Partner receives:

I. Detailed specifications describing the operation of drag & drop in MS applications.

¯ Printing Dialog Boxes

Partner receives:

l, Detailed specifications describing the MS standard Print, Print Preview, and Page Setup dialog
boxes,

2. Copies of relevant MS Help topics, which partner can modify as appropriate.

¯ Text Editing Guidelines

I. Detailed specification describing MS standard commands for navigating within, seie~ing, and
editing text.

2. Copies of relevant MS Help topics, which partner can modify as appropriate.

¯ Help Guidelines

Partner receives:

I, Detailed specification describing MS standard Help-system "look-&-feel" and content.

¯ Find & Replace Dialog

Parmer receives:

1. Detailed specification describing MS standard Find and Replace dialog boxes.

,~ Menu Guidelin~

Partner receives:

1. Detailed specification describing MS standard menus, including the names and locations of menu
items.

2. Copies of relevant Help topics, which parmer can modify as appropriate.

¯ Mail Support
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Partner receives:

I. Detailed specification describing MS standa~ method for implementing support for MS Mail in MS
applications.

2. Copies of’relevant Help topics, which partner can modify as appropriate.

,~ Terms

General terms associated with both Program A or B are as follows. Additional terms will he included in
accordance with standard MS policy regarding contracts.

1. Partner receives a perpetual, nonexclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license |o reproduce and
distribute the feature(s) in one product

2. The partner’s license is not transfen’able.

3. Tools and documentation are delivered as is, and Microsoft does not promise to support the tools or
to update them in the future.

4. Microsol~ does not promise ~o continue using these features in the future, a~d if the features are
succeeded by others, Microsoft does not promise to share those successor designs with partners.

5. Microsoft acquires all rights, title, and interest (including coyrights) in any modifications which the
parmer makes to the feature designs.

6. Partner must supply MS with one free copy of the product in which the feature(s) appear

7. The Microsoft copyright must appear in the product.

8. Part~er may not u~e M~,crosoft’s name, logo, or trademark to marke~ ~e pro~ct. However, tb, e
partner may include a phrase indicating that the product �ontains the "Microsoft Office Synergy Set".
(Note: an alternate, consumer-oriented term or logo might b~ coined. For example, the partner’s box
might include the "Microsoft Good Neighbor" seal, "Microsoft Partner" logo, etc...

9. Partner is solely responsible for providing end-user support for lhe features.
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